

**ABSTRACT**

Background and Objective: Aluminum Phosphide (ALP) is a solid non-organic phosphide with dark gray or dark yellow crystals. It reacts with stomach acid after ingestion and causes phosphine gas to be released. It is thought that phosphine causes toxicity from enzymatic interference and may even lead to cell death. This study aimed to investigate the effects of poisoning with rice tablet on levels of platelets, hemoglobin, white blood cells.

Methods: The clinical records of 67 cases of acute oral toxicity with aluminum phosphide admitted to Baharloo hospital and 28 forensic autopsy cases in Kahrizak forensic research center were studied. Recorded information included vital signs, demographic characteristics, numerous laboratory and clinical findings, complications and all pathologic findings.

Results: All patients had received standard symptomatic and supportive treatments. Among the tested subjects, 30 of 67 patients (44.8%) were male. The mean hemoglobin level of recovered and deceased individuals was 12.26 and 11.72 g/dl, respectively. There was a significant relationship between patients’ WBC counts and mortality where the mean level of WBC in the deceased was more than that of the recovered (P=0.001). Mean SBP in the deceased and the recovered individuals was 79.67 ± 12.89 and 102.46 ± 22.57 mmHg, respectively.

Conclusion: Consumption of rice tablets results in blood pressure alteration, hemoglobin levels, platelets and leukocyte count. Tracking those alterations can reduce the side effects and mortality rate in the cases of rice tablet poisoning.
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INTRODUCTION

Pesticide use or abuse causes 100,000 deaths annually around the world (1). The majority of reported pesticide-associated deaths in hospitals are due to suicide attempts (2). The most common causes of suicide include family issues, alcohol or drugs addiction, emotional disorders (most common cause of suicide in young people) (3), depression, medical illness, loneliness, ostracism or financial problems (1). Most people in industrialized countries commit suicide by drugs while in developing countries the most common way of suicide is through agricultural pesticide consumption. In addition, the prevalence of suicide attempts in men is two to three folds higher than that in women in industrialized countries (3). In a 10-year epidemiologic study from 1983 to 2003 on cases of hydrogen phosphide exposure in the poison center of Mainz, Germany, it was demonstrated that among the 183 cases of aluminum phosphide poisoning, 65% were accidental, 28% were suicidal, 5% were job-related and 2% did not have a specified reason (4). In a study in India, the majority of poisonings in young subjects were suicidal and belonging to lower socioeconomic part of the society (mostly rural) with the frequency of upto two-fold suicide attempts among men compared to women. In addition, 50% of cases were reported to be aluminum phosphide (ALP) poisoning (5). Pure Phosphine gas is odorless (6). The garlic smell is due to impurities such as diphosphine, methane, arsenic, hydrogen, and phosphine substituents (7,8). Phosphine gas is heavier than air and explodes in concentrations more than 1.8% in the air, being spontaneously flammable at 38°C (9). This gas has anticholinesterase-like effects on the central nervous system and exposure limit for humans is 0.3 ppm (10). Aluminum phosphide is a solid inorganic phosphide with dark gray or dark yellow crystals with a melting point of more than 1000 °C. Being heavier than water, ALP is not water soluble and reacts with it instead (9,11,12). Each 3-g tablet releases one gram phosphine gas (7,13). Aluminum phosphide was used as a source of phosphine gas by Degesch Company in Germany for the first time and its tablet was implemented as a pesticide in the United States in 1985 (14, 15). According to evaluations, this tablet does not have teratogenic, mutagenic, and carcinogenic effects (12). After oral consumption of aluminum phosphide, the phosphine gas is released in stomach which results in preliminary effects by affecting the circulatory system. Sometimes it is absorbed and emergence of poisoning symptoms due to slow release of phosphine gas. The aim of this study is to analyze the clinical findings related to consumption of ALP also known as the rice tablet in order to identify its symptoms and determination of effective treatment approaches. metabolized in liver which delays the

MATERIAL AND METHODS

This was a case study which included all the rice tablet (aluminum phosphide) poisoning patients who had been receipted and hospitalized in the poison center of Baharloo hospital in 2011. The biennial census records of poisoning patients in the Baharloo hospital and Kahrizak forensic medical research center were analyzed by the author and the required data was recorded in data collection forms. According to the data types and parameters, Chi-square, ANOVA, and T-test were performed using SPSS statistical software (version 16) to evaluate the correlations. In this research, the required parameters were collected through scrutinizing the patients’ information from the moment of administration until the complete recovery while their personal profiles remain unpublished.

RESULTS

The mean hemoglobin levels in men and women were 13.56 and 10.85 grams per deciliter respectively while this amount was 12.26 for the recovered and 11.72 for the deceased. Among all the patients, 15.9% (10 subjects) had anemia with an Hb level of lower than 10 from which 8 subjects were women and 2 were men. The low Hb level of <10 was present in two female cases in the early examinations and the rest of subjects (6 women and 2 men) developed this condition during the poisoning. Thirty percent of anemic patients were deceased (all were female) and two subjects faced hemoglobin drop and one had low hemoglobin level in the first day. Among patients with >10 hemoglobin levels, 39.6% were deceased. Nine subjects (13.4%) faced a hemoglobin drop of more than 2 units during the poisoning from which 7 were recovered and 2 had died. One male who encountered anemia during the disease had used the dissolved tablet in water for suicide and the rest of anemic patients had consumed fresh tablets. There was no relationship between hemoglobin levels and
the time between consumption and treatment, the number of consumed tablets, the type of tablets and the patients’ age (P>0.05). In addition, there was no relationship between hemoglobin levels and mortality. No WBC leukopenia was observed below 4000. Among all the studied patients, 33.33% had leukocytosis (WBC>15000). This was observed in patients who had consumed at least a quarter of a fresh tablet and 68% of patients with leukocytosis and 23% of subjects with normal WBC deceased eventually. The mean levels of WBC were 13.15 and 12.73 g/dl in men and women respectively. There was no significant relationship between WBC levels and the delay between consumption and treatment, the number of administered tablets and age (P>0.05). There was a significant association between the type of the tablet and WBC count (P=0.037) with higher WBC levels in patients who consumed fresh tablets. The mean WBC levels were 9.81±2.96 and 13.43±4.94 respectively, among cases who consumed old and fresh tablets. The mean WBC count of recovered patients was 11.43 and 15.32 g/dl for the deceased. The WBC count showed a significant correlation with mortality (P=0.001). Furthermore, the mortality risk increased 6.4 folds when WBC count exceeded 15000 (compared to normal WBC). Thrombocytopenia (PLT < 1.4×10^11) was observed in 15.87% of patients and one subject suffered from thrombocytosis (PLT of 6.09×10^11). Thrombocytopenia was associated with consumption of at least one tablet. Among all the thrombocytopenia patients 50% and 35.9% of patients with normal PLT levels died eventually. One patient had used powdered tablet and the rest had consumed fresh ones. The mean PLT was found to be 205.92±90.73 and 194.08±76.13 ul in recovered and deceased subjects, respectively. The time between administration and treatment, the number of tablets, the type of tablets, and the age showed significant relation with neither PLT nor mortality (P>0.05). Furthermore, there were no relation between PLT levels and mortality (P=0.59).

DISCUSSION
The reduction in red blood cells has been observed in CBC tests of aluminum phosphide poisoning patients (7). In this study, the mean level of hemoglobin was 12.06±2.42 and a range of 5.4±17.9. In similar studies, erythrocyte damage (16) has been reported. And 15.9% of patients in our research had anemia (80% were women and 20% were men). In several studies, the drop in Hb levels in response to Disseminated Intravascular Coagulation -derived microangiopathic hemolytic anemia and intravascular hemolysis was reported in aluminum phosphide poisoning cases (17-20). Consumption of dissolved tablets in water also resulted in anemia, which could be due to the detrimental effects of phosphine on erythrocyte membrane even at low doses. The results of this study suggest that the drop in hemoglobin did not affect the mortality rate if the appropriate treatment is applied in time. Leukopenia is associated with rice tablet poisoning (7) and has been considered as a symptom of acute poisoning (13). However, in our study, there was no leukopenia incidence with the WBC of < 4000 while, 33.33% of patients had leukocytosis with WBC of > 15000 which was observed even in cases of a quarter of a tablet consumption. The mean WBC level was 12.91±4.84 with a range of 4000-24000. Leukocytosis and neutrophilia can be the results of infections, inflammation, stress, thrill, cardiac infarction, leukocyte adhesion deficiency and metabolic disorders, acute renal failure, acute poisoning and acute hemorrhage or hemolysis, etc. (21). The mean WBC was 11.43 in the recovered and 15.32 in the deceased patients having a significant relationship with mortality rate. These results were consistent with Louriz et al., (22) and Idrissi (23) where a mean WBC of 11.8±7.2 with a range of 2.2-30 (WBC of 8.5 in the recovered and 15.6 forand the deceased patients) has been reported with 32% leukocytosis incidence among the tested subjects. In this study, the type of consumed tablet had a stronger correlation with WBC count which suggests the effect of aluminum phosphide on leukocytes through one the above mentioned mechanisms (21). The mean PLT was found 201.41±85.03 with a range of 38-609 in our study and there was no significant association between this factor and mortality. Thrombocytopenia has also been considered as one of the late symptoms of poisoning in the previous studies(7).
CONCLUSION
Consumption of rice tablets results in blood pressure alteration, hemoglobin levels, platelets and leukocyte count. Tracking these alterations can reduce the side effects and mortality rate in the cases of rice tablet poisoning.
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